GT COURT
INTERLOCKING OUTDOOR SPORT TILES
FROM GTIMPAX™
A Custom Court for Any Sport

Let us custom design a court just for you... any size, any color combination, any game, any logo, everything you want. When you work with GT Impax, you will work with our in-house designers to get a custom solution that fits your space, activity requirements and budget.

The dynamic and colorful appearance combine with its inherent safety, maintenance and performance characteristics to make GTCOURT the only choice for sports surfacing tile.

**Attractive Appearance**
With numerous standard color and line options, GTCOURT tiles click together and are used to create eye catching surfaces that transform parks, schools and other facilities.

**Easy to Maintain**
Unlike concrete courts that crack, GTCOURT tiles require minimal maintenance. They can be cleaned with a leaf blower or garden hose.

**Long Lasting**
GTCOURT Tiles are constructed utilizing a durable polypropylene material that is resistant to cracks and fractures. GTCOURT tiles have a 25-30 year structural life expectancy.

**Safe**
Our shock absorbing plastic tiles feature expansion joints and a spring tabbing mechanism that allows side-to-side movement and forgiveness on joints and lower back.

**Quick Assembly**
Fast, easy installation is a breeze

**Cooler**
GTCOURT tiles stay up to 50% cooler than asphalt or concrete surfaces

**Multi-Use**
Utilize one location for multiple sports or events

**Year Round Usability**
Durable all-weather sport surface with a fast-drain, open-grid design
Protect your Players
Lower back, knee, and joint forgiveness for players

Durable Material
Specially blended material stands up to harsh weather & high intensity play

Locks Tight
Patented locking system ensures a strong connection and eliminates gaps

No Worry Warranty
We earn our customers for life with the industry’s best and most clear warranty

Customize Your Court
Get a court that is one-of-a-kind by personalizing your design with the colors and logos of your favorite teams. Add any game lines you can imagine, providing something for all ages. All lines and logos are pre-painted in our warehouse to ensure accuracy and longevity. With many standard colors and custom options to choose from, the design possibilities are endless.

Create a custom court with logos and game lines for sports the fits your needs.

» Hockey  » Four Square  » Volleyball  » Futsal
» Hop Scotch  » Basketball  » Pickle Ball
» Badminton  » Tennis  » Shuffleboard

Color Options
Patent Pending Court Lock is small but mighty.

When security matters, GTCOURT is the only product to offer a locking chip that is propriety to our tiles. Court Lock provides a theft-deterrent solution without having to install clunky, expensive border panels to your court. Your court isn’t secured until it’s Court Locked.

With opportunistic theft on the rise, securing property that is accessible to the public is more necessary than ever. Court Lock is an affordable and simple way to secure your outdoor tile court without having to install a costly, permanent solution that may damage your tile or surrounding area. The patented design features a small plastic chip that is easily inserted into the locking tab of game tile. Once installed, disconnecting the tiles requires a special tool and instructions. With the security provided by Court Lock, random acts of theft are nearly impossible.

✔️ Easily Secured
Court Lock might seem small but is extremely effective at locking tiles together

✔️ Tool-Free Installation
Simply push the Court Lock chip into the locking tab of your game tile and your court is secure.

✔️ Budget Friendly
Practical but powerful, this low-cost option is easy on the budget and tough on security.

✔️ Camouflaged Design
Once installed the patent pending design is completely hidden from view; no unsightly or unattractive border panels needed.